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Partner Webinar 
September 26, 2017 
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Opportunities with Oath 



ONE by AOL 
Video Activation 
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Speakers 

Adi Cohen 
Senior Director, Sales Operations & Strategy 
Oath 

Thomas Simpson 
Senior Manager, Publisher Sales 
Oath 



Growth of online video advertising 

Overview of ONE by AOL Video Activation 

Partner opportunities with ONE by AOL Video Activation 

Special features and tools 

Q & A 
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Agenda 



Demand for 
video is 
growing 

*Sources: eMarketer [*2011 vs. 2015], eMarketer  
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increase in time spent 
with digital video* +262% 
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Sources: eMarketer [*2011 vs. 2015], eMarketer  

Spend on digital video advertising is growing 

 $5.24  

 $7.46  

 $9.59  

 $11.43  

 $13.05  

 $14.77  

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

US Digital Ad Spend (in Billions) 
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The ONE by AOL: Video Activation solution is a 
video player with premium content and ads 
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Why “VAN”? 

54% 
Content site or app 

52% 
Social media 

7M+ 
Videos available 

72% 
Ad completion rate 

76% 
Moat viewability 

42% 
GroupM viewability 

<2% 
Fraud rate 

79% 
Large player 

500 
Content owners 
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7M+ videos from top content providers 
Videos from Oath O&O and other top-tier publishers 
 



Partners receive a share of revenue earned from pre-
roll ads that play before the premium video content 
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Ad #1 

$ 

Video #1 Ad #2 

$ 

Video #2 Ad #3… 

$ $ $ $ 

Most ads are :15 or :30 second spots and most videos are 1:30 or 3 minutes long 
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OPTIMIZED: Low effort 
Choose to let the Video Activation automatically program the 
highest monetizing videos 
 

VERTICAL: Medium effort 
Choose videos to include by category, such as health, travel, 
auto, relationships, etc. There are about 1,000 categories to 
pick and choose from, with news and entertainment being the 
most popular 
 

EDITORIAL/CHERRY PICKED: High effort 
Choose individual videos to include for custom curation 

How Partners select the premium video content 
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OPTIMIZED VS CUSTOMIZABLE 
Video Activation can recommend a fully optimized video 
player. They can also offer many customization options if 
Partners want to change the settings or ad additional 
branding 
 

FEATURES 
Features include geo-restrictions, closed captioning and 
subtitles, logo watermarks, social sharing, likes and reactions, 
carousels and related videos panes and more 
 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
Special features, such as autoplay, dynamic side view, 360° 
video and timeline preview are available 

Video players can be highly customized 
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METRICS 
User-friendly dashboard with easy to view metrics and KPI’s, 
such as: 
•  Performance 
•  Views 
•  Impressions 
•  Ad clicks 
•  Fill rate 
•  CPM 
•  Estimated revenue 
•  And more! 
 

REPORTS 
Scheduled automated reporting for real-time data instead of 
logging into the portal. Metrics should be updated between 
hourly and daily 

Data and metrics provide valuable insights 



Manage videos, player and metrics 
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Search videos Build player Track metrics and revenue 
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Preferable to have at least 1M monthly page views and be in the Alexa top 5,000 

Getting started with video 

Business Development 
Decide how and where you want to use the video player.* Your Partner Manager will 
set up a call with a BD Manager from the video team to discuss deal terms. Once the 
contract is signed, submit your site list so the video team can approve the domains. 

Account Setup 
You will receive a user name and password. An Account Manager from the video 
team will be assigned to your account. You will receive a demonstration of the video 
portal used to create the player, playlist and tracking  

Launch Video 
Customize your players. Build your playlists. Add the Javascript embed code to your 
websites (or use the SDK for in-app mobile implementations). Track, optimize and 
receive a share of the revenue earned from the pre-roll video ads 

1 

2 

3 
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Quality assurance 

PRE-LAUNCH 

POST-LAUNCH 

The video team will confirm there is no fraudulent traffic or adult content 
The Partner needs to establish intent to use videos 

The video team Account Manager will monitor and manage performance 
If views are too low, too high or appear inhuman, the Account Manager will look into the traffic 
The video team may (temporarily or permanently) stop providing videos if the Partner is operating as agreed to 



Proprietary tools 
20 
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REAL-TIME DETECTION 
Track fraud, brand safety and viewability real-time 
Can protect premium publishers from crawlers and bots 
 

COMMUNICATION WITH AD SERVER 
Stop ad requests entirely or talk to the ad sever with real-
time flags 
 

PUBLISHER SCORECARD 
Scorecard to track publisher performance with industry 
benchmarks 

Flashlight 
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* Internal tool which can yield contextual classification 

How it works 
Our solution simplifies 10+ third party integrations and makes it easy to understand 
 

Site quality 

Alexa-integrated with API to 
pull Alexa US / Global 1000 
site rankings 

Viewability 

MOAT, GroupM and player 
size metrics 

Fraud 

Distil, Pixalate and IAS 

Brand Safety 

Zvelo, Alchemy* and 
Relegance* 
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* Can also be used through all proprietary CMS platforms via an open SDK. 

CMS plugin and Chrome extension 
The Chrome Extension and CMS Plugins are semantic, personalized & trending 
video recommendations tools- ensuring fingertip access to the 7,000,000+ 
videos in the AOL video library. 
 
 

Zero integration work One click install 

Pre-integrated with 
WordPress, WordPress VIP, 
Athena and Amp CMS’s 

Full video library access 
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Max Suite 
The Max Suite is a set of publisher tools that can quickly identify where video is 
not being fully utilized across web publications & recommend or automatically 
program matching videos.  
 
 MAX CRAWLER 

A smart analysis tool that craws your web publications. 
40% is the average machine verified video 
recommendations generated for pages that have no 
video player 
 

MAX PLAYER 
A dynamic player, providing semantically matched 
videos for a page 
 

MAX CONNECT 
The bundle of AOL’s Chrome extension or CMS plugins 
in the context of the Max Suite, allowing editors to rely 
on one simple tool 



Animated 
Promos 

Enabling this feature not 
only maintains greater 
user experience, but also 
generates higher CTR on 
your homepage and an 
increased number of 
video views on your story 
pages 

Why should I 
enable it? 

Oath animated promos 
support both rollover or 
always-on animated 
experiences. Areas in the 
page may be included or 
excluded from running 
animation 

Customization 

Adding Oath animated promos to a page is a 
breeze. All that is needed is one line of script 
at the bottom of the page 

Implementation 

Turn static JPG promos into cool animated 
GIF’s 

Animated promos 
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Content notification emails will showcase new, trending 
and  personalized content, recently uploaded to the AOL 
Portal. that relates to your publication  

 

The pitches can be verticalized based on specific editors’ 
editorial interest 

 

An editor can create an instant player by clicking on the 
thumbnail in the pitch. The user will be redirected to the 
Portal for player creation 

Content notification tool 

Email Headline 

emailaddress@domain.com 

emailaddress@domain.com 
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Editorial Calendar 
This calendar is used to highlight major and trending events that our premium 
publishers and content providers can cover.  
 

•  Selecting an event creates an instant player 

•  Events are color-coded by category, making it easier to 
match content to any publication 

•  A dynamic playlist based on the event tag ID is created 
and automatically updated with new videos 

•  Low touch: embed the entire dynamic playlist for the vent 

•  High touch: hand select videos to embed strategically 



O & O 
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4.2x 76% 231%+ 
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Results 

Increase in monthly 
gross revenue 

Increase in ad views Increase in STR 



60% of the content library is available worldwide 

90% of the premium content videos are in English 

There are over 2,000 premium sites running this player and content 

Onboarding takes a few days to a few weeks 

Average CPM is around $14 gross  

Average fill rate is around 50-80% 

Publishers/Partners receive 40% of the gross revenue earned from pre-roll video ads 

Partners can negotiate to have first right of sale, allowing the Partner to sell their own advertising pre-roll 

Publishers/Partners can upload their own original content. Partners are considered the “content provider” for their original 
content and will be able to keep additional revenue earned from these videos 
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Quick Facts 



Q & A 
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Thank You 
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